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Check out our essay example on Cinematic techniques in Tim Burton's Films to start writing!.

The eccentric owner of the chocolate factory named Willy Wonka has frequent flashbacks of his previous life
with his father. The non-diegetic music playing in the town is more calm and peaceful. He uses these two
cinematic techniques numerous of times in the films Edward Scissorhands and in Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory. And they are all nice, kind, and respectful to one another. As a result, Tim Burton uses low angle,
high angle, and long shots to represent strength, weakness, and to show a large scene and many things
occurring at once. In Alice in Wonderland and The Odyssey, the identical heroes are called to an adventure to
face challenging obstacles and they both share brutal battle scenes. His tone, mood, diction, imagery,
organization, syntax, and point of view within his films sets him apart from other renowned directors.
Odysseus and Alice act as open-minded independent leaders. Using cinematic techniques, Burton
distinguishes an original style Related Documents Essay Analysis Of Tim Burton 's Work Distinctive Style In
this essay, I will show how Tim Burton has a distinctive style that allows the viewers to recognize one of his
films but similar elements found in his films. In comparison, the urbanized and conformist society down the
hill which is filled with vibrant colors such as in the 70s. The motifs that Tim Burton uses are the icing on the
cake of his success. Which makes it seems like the town is happy and full of joy, but the townsfolk are cruel
and mean to one another. Though there are many recorded motifs that Burton uses, one of the most important
in Edward Scissorhands would be conformity vs individuality. The close-up on both individuals who are
forcefully to be wed show the audience the true connection they share despite the circumstance. The widely
known director might seem a bit unique in the least; however his works are extremely relatable to the majority
of society. Burton is a unique person and no other director can produce a film like him. These characters are
just examples of how Tim Burton uses the same motifs in his movies. Camera angles were very important in
the films Edward Scissorhands and Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. He uses these two techniques very well
and a handful of others that make his movies very well known and watched by many people. How to cite this
page Choose cite format:. His use of reoccurring motifs, either subliminal or relevant to the story itself, is
another example of how his unorthodox techniques are so effective. This foreshadows a genuine relationship
progressing. When watching Edward Scissorhands, you know right away the Tim Burton produced it because
of Edward being placed in a town he does not belong, and the unique twists Tim throws into the movie. In
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, the music is used to create a contrast between the depressing life of Charlie
Bucket, and the magical factory. Because of these techniques, audiences know what to expect from a Tim
Burton movie; a blockbuster! This use of motifs of all types is regarded as masterful in the film industry. How
to cite this essay Choose cite format:. In conclusion, Tim Burton is able to use cinematic techniques an
important part of his movies by using lighting and camera angles. A similar style is displayed in Corpse Bride.
However, once inside the chocolate factory, conspicuous colors are introduced. The reverse occurs during the
high key scenes. A long shot is commonly used as a tool to show a character from far above, or far away to
create the illusion that they are smaller than in reality; therefore making them seem insignificant, as typical
outcasts are. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. While unordinary to the public eye, only a select few
are granted with the view of the amazement that lies inside. Wonka and background as to why he behaves in
such an odd manner because of the gloomy environment he was once a part of. The use of point of view by
Tim Burton is unique also, in the sense that there are all three points of view throughout all of Edward
Scissorhands. First person was used when Charlie gets the ticket, second person for the majority of the tour,
and third person for the flashbacks and narrations. Tim Burton is a very skilled film maker who uses many
cinematic techniques to make his movies enjoyable to watch. In his films he creates a recurring theme about
outsiders and how they fit in this crazy, mixed up place.


